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JoyRide Cycling Studio to Open Second  
Studio in San Antonio 

Fitness Boutique Studio Offers High-Energy, Calorie-Torching  
Indoor Cycling, Circuit Classes 

Free Classes During Opening Week – August 1-8  
 
July 22, 2015 (San Antonio, Texas) – San Antonio will get a second jolt of 
exercise joy when JoyRide Cycling Studio, the popular fitness boutique dedicated 
to indoor cycling, brings its high-energy, calorie-torching and full-body workouts 
to San Antonio’s northside this August.  San Antonio residents Becky and Joe 
Cerroni will open their second studio on August 1, in the Alon Shopping Centre at 
1003 NW Military Highway. 
  
Their first studio, in the Mosaic at 1915 Broadway, has become a popular 
destination for fitness enthusiasts of all levels and ages who flock to the studio for 
its exceptional indoor cycling classes, led by expert and enthusiastic instructors 
specially trained in the exclusive JoyRide Method.  JoyRide’s classes combine 
core elements of Pilates and indoor cycling to maximize cardiovascular benefits 
and burn calories and fat.  Enthusiastic riders infuse classes with energy, taking 
the ride from “just exercise” to an endorphin-surged and challenging workout, set 
to heart-pounding and ever-changing playlists.    
 



“We want people’s daily JoyRide fix to be the happiest hour of the day,” said 
Becky.  “JoyRiders find our high-energy workouts an opportunity to focus on 
themselves, and after they leave feeling stronger, happier, healthier and less 
stressed.” 
 
The new Alon studio will offer free rides for the community on Saturday, August 1 
at 7:30 a.m., 8:30 a.m. and 9:30 a.m.   Free community rides will continue from 
August 3 to 7, at 5:30 a.m., 8:30 a.m., 9:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.  On Saturday, August 
8,  JoyRide the class times will again be 7:30 a.m., 8:30 a.m. and 9:30 a.m.  
Riders can reserve their bikes online at joyridestudio.com, starting July 26. 
  
The team of expert and experienced instructors will be led by Creative Director/ 
Lead Instructor Kelly Middleton, a former competitive soccer player and attorney-
turned-avid indoor cyclist.  Northside fitness mainstays Heather O’Neill and 
Magen Sevilla will also be instructors, as well as, husband and wife duo Christina 
and Kevin Farnsworth, Wesley Salazar, Danna Dunn, Ed Howie and Leah 
Lindsay. 
 
Back to her Roots 
For Becky, a native San Antonian, the new studio brings her back to her roots. 
“Alon feels like an organic move for us because I grew up less than two miles 
from the new studio,” said Becky. “When I am at Alon, I often bump into old 
friends.  When the space opened up, we thought it would be the perfect second 
location for us.  I’m excited to reconnect with my roots and spread the joy to this 
community.”  
 
Before moving back to her hometown from Connecticut, where she worked as an 
environmental conservationist, she became hooked on indoor cycling at 
JoyRide’s founding studio as a stress reliever and an excellent way to stay fit and 
healthy.  A fitness enthusiast, Joe found JoyRide to be the first workout he could 
fit into his busy work schedule in finance, thanks to efficient, calorie-torching 
classes.  When they moved their family from Westport, Conn., where JoyRide 
originated, to San Antonio in 2013, they decided to open their own studio. 
 
“We wanted to bring JoyRide, a positive, hip brand that embodies joy, fitness 
and health, to our beloved city of San Antonio,” said Becky Cerroni.  "When we 
opened our first studio in the Mosaic, our community quickly became like an 
extended family.  Our riders experience intense and fun workouts in an inclusive, 
motivating environment where everyone knows each other’s names.” 
 
Their second studio will also be stadium-tiered with 35 top-of-the-line bikes, a 
state-of-the-art sound system and ventilation, and free and convenient parking.  
In addition, JoyRide offers towel service, water bottle filling station and Men’s and 
Women’s locker rooms with showers.     



 
Local architect Davis Sprinkle, known for his design of the Culinary Institute of 
America at the Pearl Brewery and other San Antonio landmarks, has designed 
both JoyRide studios.  As an homage to the vibrant art scene in San Antonio, the 
Cerronis have commissioned celebrated local artist Cruz Ortiz to design a 
JoyRide mural in the lobby of the new studio.  
 
JoyRide will also partner with local businesses to provide healthy food options for 
post-workout fuel, including Crave Market and One Lucky Duck.  
 
Low Impact, High Calorie Burn 
JoyRide classes are geared toward all ages, genders and fitness levels -- from 
the seasoned athlete in top shape to someone who has just started or re-entered 
an exercise program.  
 
Because indoor cycling is interval-based -- the intensity varies throughout the 
class by changing body positions, pedal speed and resistance -- it is one of the 
most efficient ways to torch calories. Riders can burn between 600-800 calories 
in a single, 50-minute class.  During the last 10 minutes of class, pedaling is 
combined with an upper body workout using hand weights.  
 
While each JoyRider can control his or her own individual resistance and 
cadence on the bike, it’s impossible not to feed off the other riders’ collective 
energy.  The group’s enthusiasm can inspire, motivate, and push riders to a 
higher level of fitness and self-discovery. 
 
Every JoyRide class is specifically choreographed to an ever-changing and 
diverse playlist of rock, pop, and hip-hop, classic and contemporary music to 
motivate riders and increase the fun factor.  Instructors cue riders to ride to the 
beat, adjusting resistance appropriately to follow the tempo.   
 
Opening Week Highlights 
Saturday, July 25 -- Meet JoyRide instructors at lululemon La Cantera 
Saturday, August 1 -- Free rides, plus giveaways in each class 
Monday, August 3 to Friday, August 7 – Free rides all day 
Thursday, August 6 --  Private VIP ride featuring lululemon trunk show, Austin 
Cocktail tasting and more 
Saturday, August 8 -- Free rides at JoyRide; instructor demos at lululemon La 
Cantera 
 
Starting August 10, JoyRide will be open six days a week and will offer classes 
starting at 5:30 a.m. for the early risers and commuters, followed by 8:30 a.m., 
9:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. classes.  They will offer teen and tween classes at 4:30 
p.m. twice a week , as well as another evening class at 6:30 p.m. twice a week. 



 
For more information, class descriptions, instructor bios, blogs and reservations, 
please visit JoyRide’s web site at joyridestudio.com.   
 
Addresses and Contact Info 
 
Opening August 1: 
JoyRide Texas at Alon 
Address: Alon Shopping Centre, 1003 NW Military Highway, Suite 1124, San 
Antonio, Texas   
Phone: 210-332-5240 
Email: admin@JoyRideTexas.com 
Web site: joyridestudio.com 
Facebook: facebook.com/joyridetexas 
Twitter: @joyride_texas 
Video: http://vimeo.com/63965009 
YouTube.com/JoyRideStudios 
 
JoyRide Texas: 
Address: 1915 Broadway, Ste 108, San Antonio, Texas  78215 
Phone: 210-228-0797 
Email: admin@JoyRideTexas.com 
Web site: joyridestudio.com 
Facebook: facebook.com/joyridetexas 
Twitter: @joyride_texas 
Video: http://vimeo.com/63965009 
YouTube.com/JoyRideStudios 
 
Editors: High-resolution images are available upon request.  Owners and 
instructors are available for interviews. 
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